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About
Sackbut ensemble ¡Sacabuche!
performs the beautiful repertoire of
baroque trombones, violins, cornettos,
dulcian, harp, organ and voice,
specializing in Italian, Polish, and
German music of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Our programs
range from strictly early music programs
to interdisciplinary and inter-cultural
programs that suit a variety of audiences
and tastes.

Personnel
Martie Perry, Violin
James Andrewes, Violin
Chris Canapa, Sackbut
François Godère, Sackbut
Linda Pearse, Director/Bass Sackbut
Gayle Martin, Organ
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¡Sacabuche! Founder and Artistic Director
Linda Pearse teaches early trombone at the
Early Music Institute (Indiana) and is Assistant
Professor of Music at Mount Allison University
(Canada). She holds a master’s degree in early
music performance from the Schola Cantorum
in Basel, Switzerland, a doctorate from Indiana
University and worked in the Early Music field
in Europe for over ten years before returning to
North America. Since 2011, Pearse directs the
San Francisco Summer Baroque Workshop.

	
  	
  	
  Contact Us!
Linda Pearse
www.sacabuche.org
Email lpearse@mta.ca
Tel: (506) 536-7757
Photos © Terrence
McCarthy, Ani Katz, and
Wolodomyr Smishkewitch

¡Sacabuche!
Engaging performances and creative
programming

Venetia 1500: with Ann Waltner
(Historian) and John Watkins (Literary Scholar)
“Venetia 1500” is a multimedia performance
inspired by the aerial map of Venice from 1500
by Jacopo de’ Barbari. The work introduces
music, texts and the map in a conversation that
offers audience members insight into the cultural
landscape of 16th-century Venice. The
performance explores the gritty and complex
world of this glorified city as it faces the new
world order. Early music includes that of Italian,
Sephardic and Turkish composers. Sensual
melodies of the Ottoman empire mix with
rapturous sounds of polychoral music at St.
Mark’s. Newly-composed music creates a
dialogue between present and past. Texts by nuns
and priests, poetry by courtesans, and court
documents furnish the textual fabric.

Italy Invades Poland!:
Roman Influences at the 17thCentury Polish Court
	
  Italian innovations in musical
style and expression during
the late 16th and early
17th centuries included a
heightened sensitivity to
text expression, the better to move the
affections of the listener. The new style spread
through the courts and musical life of Europe,
mixing with local influences. This program	
  

highlights this music through works by Luca
Marenzio and his Italian colleagues, and showcases
the stunning Mazurka-influenced Italian-style
instrumental works, and concerted vocal textures of

einrich Isaac:
Missa La Spagna in
the Village Square

Polish composers Adam Jarzębski, Nicolaus
Zielenski, Stanisław Sylwester Szarzyński, and others.
The “Missa La Spagna” is based on a popular
Matteo Ricci: His Map and Music with Ann
dance melody from the early sixteenth century.
Waltner (Historian)
¡Sacabuche! presents the mass as it might have
A multi-media performance
been heard in the village square, its movements
reanimating the pivotal
surrounded by lively secular dance tunes and
cultural exchange between
lyrical motets. Voices with sackbuts, dulcian,
Italian Jesuits and Chinese
recorder and cornetto create sublime textures
literati in 17th-century
and provide a unique glimpse into the
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China. This program
fascinating world of the Habsburg and Medici
combines music and
courts.
dramatic readings, visually
framed by a projected digitized version of the world
The Glories of Venice and Vienna
map that Matteo Ricci created and presented to the
This program explores the stunningly
Wanli Emperor. The repertoire includes Italian and
beautiful writing of Venetian and Viennese
Chinese music of Ricci’s time, as well as collaborative
composers at the turn of the seventeenth
new works written for ¡Sacabuche! by Chinese
century. The rich sonorities of both vocal and
composer Huang Ruo. Traditional Chinese
instrumental textures come alive in the works
instrumentalists join ¡Sacabuche!, who perform on
of Giovanni Gabrieli, Claudio Monteverdi,
Baroque instruments.
Heinrich Schütz and Dario Castello. Large-

Pre-concert Talks/Education
We offer pre-concert talks for every program.
Subject and length can be tailored to the
interests and needs of your audience. In-school
programs are also available.

scale vocal works featuring Baroque sackbuts,
cornettos, violins and dulcian are contrasted
with virtuosic instrumental solos. It is a feast
for the ears, heart and soul.

